LEADERSHIP SELECTION

Packs participating in the Cub Scout roundup are asked to select program year leadership by March 20.

Pack Adults’ Meeting

Cubmasters and other pack leaders welcome ways to guide families so their boys will get the best Cub Scouting has to offer. Most packs hold an annual adults’ meeting—usually in the fall after a Join Scouting Night—to discuss responsibilities of families and the pack’s plans for the future. By this time, new families will have received the basic information, and this meeting can be devoted to meeting-specific pack needs. This can be a meeting for adults only, or it can be incorporated as a part of the September or October pack meeting as a special adult part of the program. The following agenda is for a pack adults’ meeting held in conjunction with a regular pack meeting. It can be tailored to fit your own pack needs. If there is a lot of business to be covered, it may be best to hold the adults’ meeting on a different night than the regular pack meeting. The Cubmaster plans and conducts the adults’ meeting with the help of the pack trainer and pack committee. Other leaders may also be involved, and the unit commissioner and a chartered organization representative may be invited.